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 Bundle of Blossoms (#CC2324) 
42”x58” throw designed for Fabric Hut’s “Telas Bundle” of “fat fifths”  

FABRIC:  Telas Fat Fifths Bundle  
  OR fat quarters of the following colors: 
      1—Pale pink    
      2—Lt. pink 

      3—Med. pink 

      4—Hot pink 

      5—Peachy pink 

      6—Deep rose                                       

      7—Red     

      8—Coral                                                  /www.thefabrichut.com/products/fat-fifth-bundle-telas-patchwork-collection-set-of-35 

      9—Orange                                                 These Fabric Hut fabrics are thin and silky but have a high thread count so that 

    10—Pale yellow                                                   they are not sheer—good for quilting and 3D layered embellishments. 

    11—Lt. yellow 

    12—Dark yellow 

    13—Pale blue 

    14—Med. blue 

    15—Blue 

    16—Med. periwinkle 

    17—Dk. periwinkle 

    18—Purple 

    19— Dk. lavender 

     20—Dk. mulberry 

     21—Aqua 

     22—Turquoise 

     23—Lt. spring green   

     24—Dk. spring green 

     25—Yellow green 

     26—Pale mint green 

     27—Med. sage green 

  Backing fabric—1 3/4 yd. 

  Binding—Reserve leftover fabric to piece 
OR 3/8 yd of a coordinating fabric 

  Batting—45”x60” crib batting  
NOTIONS: 
   Thread as needed for piecing/quilting  
EQUIPMENT:  

    Sewing machine with straight stitch,  
       ¼” piecing presser foot recommended  
    Iron and ironing board or large pad    
   Basic sewing equipment—scissors, seam ripper,  
         straight pins, hand-sewing needle, heat-erasable Frixion marker and/or tailor’s chalk  

     RECOMMENDED—Rotary cutter and mat  (NOTE: Fabric Hut has great buys on TITANIUM rotary blades!) 
 
 

“Telas Bundle” 
35 Fat Fifths 
40cm x 50cm 

(ca. 15.75" x 19.70") 

PHOTO 1 

PHOTO 2 
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A. PRE-CUTTING 
1. Press the fabric.  (NOTE:  It’s hard to see, but the slightly shinier side is the top, and side with a little texture is the back.) 

2. Sort and mark the fabric by number—as given below. (NOTE:  Get under good light because some of the colors 
are very similar.  Not all are used for this project.  Pin a small piece of paper with number on each OR use “flower” pins 

and write a number on each pin.)  Set aside the unneeded pieces.  
 

B. CUTTING—There are three sizes of squares.  The yellow center pieces are small.  All 
other pieces are 3½” squares.  (NOTE:  Stack up multiple layers of fabric to cut at one time with a sharp rotary 

blade cutter and mat.)  One strip is 3½” x width (19½”). 
      

1. Cut 3½” strips, then cut those into 3½” squares, keeping track of each color as it’s stacked. 
                                                           # of strips        # of squares 
     1—Pale pink                                      1                      4   

           2—Light pink                                   2                       7   
           3—Medium pink                                4                      16  

           4—Medium hot pink                   2                      10  

           5—Peachy pink        3                      14   

           6—Deep rose                    3                      11   

           7—Red         3                      15    

           8—Coral              3                      14   

           9—Orange                                3                      12   

         10—Pale yellow                  10 1½” strips, cut into 112  1½” squares   

         11— Light yellow                                1                        5   

   &1 2” strip, cut 8  2” squares                     

         12—Dark yellow        3                       12   

         13—Pale blue        1                         2   

         14—Medium blue        4                       18   

         15—Blue         4                       18   

         16—Medium periwinkle                    3                       12   

         17—Dark periwinkle       3                       12   

         18—Purple        4                       17   

         19—Dark lavender       4                       18   

         20—Dark mulberry       3                       14   

         21—Aqua         3                       14   

         22—Turquoise        4                       16   

         23—Light spring green        2                         6    

         24—Dark spring green       2                         9   

         25—Yellow-green        2                         6   

         26—Pale mint green       3                       15    

         27—Medium sage green                    3                       12   
 

 
 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this pattern are accurate.  However, Christensen Creations 
cannot be responsible for printing errors, variations in sewing equipment, or differences in individual workmanship.  This pattern 

is protected by copyright and may not be transferred in any form without the consent of Libby J. Christensen. 
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3. STOP and SORT!!  Put together the 2-3 colors, plus green, for each flower.   This will save time later!  
(See Photo 3.  NOTE: Stack separately or put in small sandwich bags.)   
a. turquoise (22), aqua (21), dk. spring green (24) 
b. mulberry (20), med. pink (3), mint (26) 
c. purple (18), lavender (19), mint (26)                                     sort and stack 
d. dk. periwinkle (17), med. periwinkle (16) 
e. blue (15), med. blue (14), pale blue (13), sage (27) 
f. dk. yellow (12), lt. yellow (11), pale pink (1), yellow-green (25) 
g. orange (9), peachy pink (5), lt. spring green (23) 
h. red (7), coral (8), dk. spring green (24) 
i. deep rose (6), hot pink (4), lt. pink (2)    

 

4. For binding, cut 2½” strips from remaining fabric pieces, then cut each strip in half 
(ca. 9½”), totaling 28 pieces OR cut five 2½” strips from 3/8 yd. coordinating fabric.               

                     

B.  PIECING   

1.  Make the small flower blocks.                                                                                         fold 

     a.  Select two dark and two light pieces of a flower.  Fold 
     a small, light-yellow 1½” square in half (back to back) 
     diagonally.  See Photo 4.  Press.  Baste it to one corner  
     of a flower petal 3½” square where the two raw edges        Baste 1/8” 
     meet the raw edges of the petal, using a 1/8” seam 
    DIAGRAM A              Press along diagonal 

fold.  
 

    (NOTE:  When the squares are sewn together, the seams hide the             “pocket” 
    basting.  The fold forms a little pocket, for3D texture.  See PHOTO 5.   
    To omit the extra texture or layers, open the square, sew along the 
     pressed diagonal, and trim out the excess yellow fabric on the inside 
     layer, like a regular half-square triangle, explained in Section 2.)   
      

     b.  After basting the yellow corners of all four petals, combine a light petal 
     with a dark one, carefully matching the folded corners of the yellow.  See 
     DIAGRAM B of the points to match, but place the squares face to face to 
     sew the seam.  (NOTE:  Basting works better than pinning—just baste a few 
     stitches.  If right, sew the seam.  If not, remove the basting and try again.) 
                                                                                                                              
     c. Repeat #b with another light and dark, then sew together the 4-patch.     
     Press each seam toward the dark side so that when they butt together,        points to match 
     they nestle closely in order to match the seams.  Always press seams 
     in opposite directions when possible.  PHOTOS 6, 7, 8. 
 

 
back   
       
Butt 
seams 
closely. 

DIAGRAM B 
BbbbbbbB
B 

PHOTO 5 

DIAGRAM A 

PHOTO 3 

PHOTO 4 

PHOTO 6 PHOTO 7 

PHOTO 8 
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    (NOTE:  Since you ALSO want to match the yellow corners, it’s very  
     helpful to baste at those two points AND the seam match first. 
    DIAGRAM C) 

                                                                                                       

    d. Make the next 27 small flowers in the same way,            
     using the colors below (less the one already done):                         points to match           

1)  turquoise (22), aqua (21)—three 
2)  mulberry (20), med. pink (3)—three 

3)  purple (18), lavender (19)—two 

4)  dk. periwinkle (17), med. periwinkle (16)—six 
5)  blue (15), med. blue (14)—five 

6)  dk. yellow (12), lt. yellow (11)—two 

7)  orange (9), peachy pink (5)—two 

8)  red (7), coral (8)—five 
 

   2.  Make 8 large blocks.  All of them are the same except for different colors.  Four are 
        rotated to form a large flower at the top of the quilt; four more form the big flower on the 
        bottom half. The first section of the large block is one of the small flowers already made— 
        just select the correct color flower for each larger block.   
 

a.  The large flower block contains several half-square triangles that make      half-square triangles 

the flowers look round.  Because each needs a diagonal line marked, it’s  
convenient to make all of them needed for the block first.  
 

1)  To make half-square triangles, seam together two squares                   chalk 
diagonally, making triangles of different colors.   DIAGRAM D 
Mark a diagonal line across the back of one square, using a heat- 
erasable marker, such as Frixion pen or tailor’s chalk.   See 
PHOTO 9. Place the two squares right side to right side and sew  
along the line. 

 

As you fold on the diagonal, trim off 
the INSIDE layer, leaving ¼” seam 
allowance.  See PHOTO 10.  Press.  

  Sew it as if it were one square.     pen                   
 (NOTE:  Maintaining the bottom square  
 keeps it stable and true to size.)             Trim and fold to press.        

            

 

2) For the first large block, make 8 half-square triangles:  
     3 lavender-19 / mint-26 
     3 peachy pink-5 / orange-9 
     1 peachy pink-5 / lavender-19 
     1 lt. pink-2 / sage-27 
 

3)  Fold the yellow 2” squares in half diagonally and press.  Then baste one to one corner four dark rose 
squares (as in #B1).  Do this for four hot pink squares as well.  (These are for the two big pink center flowers.) 

 

 

DIAGRAM D  

DIAGRAM C 
CCCCcCCB
bbbbbbBB 

PHOTO 9 

PHOTO 10 
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LARGE 
BLOCK 1 

LARGE 
BLOCK 2 

LARGE 
BLOCK 1 

LARGE 
BLOCK 2 

4)  Starting with a periwinkle flower block, add two rows  
to the right side. TOP: mint-26 /lav-19, purple-18, mint-26/lav-19  
and BOTTOM: purple-18, lav-19, purple-19. DIAGRAM E. 

 

5) Make a large flower block section (a basic nine-patch).   
Sew together the three rows. TOP:  lt. spring green-23/peachy 

             pink-5, orange-9, lav-19/peachy pink-5.  MIDDLE:  orange-9, 
             peachy pink-5, orange-9.  BOTTOM:  lt. spr. green-23/peachy 

pink-5, orange-9, lt. spr. green-23/peachy pink-5.  DIAGRAM F. 
 

6) Sew three more two-square rows.  TOP:  purple-18, 
              lav-19/mint-26.  MIDDLE: sage-27/lt. pink-2, hot pink-4.   
              BOTTOM:  hot pink-4, rose with yel.-6.  DIAGRAM G.  
 
 

7) Sew the six-square section to the right edge of the 
             bigger flowers section, then sew that combination to the 
             bottom of the small flower combination to complete the 
             entire large block. It becomes a small flower, two medium 
             flowers and a quarter of one of the two large pink flowers.                  
             DIAGRAM H.                                                                                                                                  

 

8) Make 7 more of these large blocks but in different colors: 
       

a)  LG BLOCK 2—Make 8 half-square triangles:  

         3 orange-9 / lt. spr. green-23 
           3 pale pink-1 / yel-green-25 

         1 pale pink-1/ orange-9 
         1 lt. pink-2 / sage-27 
 

 TOP:  red/coral sm. flower; RT top lt. spr. green-23/orange- 9, 
peachy pink-5, lt. spr. green-23/ orange-9.  RT bottom 
peachy pink-5, orange-9, peachy pink-5.    

                   
     BOTTOM LEFT:  Top pale pink-1/yellow-green-25, lt. yel.-11, 
     pale pink-1/orange-9. Mid lt. yel.-11, dk. yel.-12, lt. yel.-11. 

                  Bottom pale pink-1/yel-green-25, lt. yel.-11, pale pink-1/ 
                  yel-green-25.   

 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Top row is peachy pink-5, orange-9/ 
                   lt. spr. green-23.  Mid lt. pink/ sage-27, hot pink-4.   
                   Bottom hot pink-4, rose with yel.-6.  DIAGRAM I. 
 

b) Sew LG BLOCK 1 to BLOCK 2, but rotate BLOCK 2 90° clockwise.  The large pink flower matches up.                                                                                                                                                
                  DIAGRAM J.   
                                                                    Rotate BLOCK 2 90°. 

                           (Follow the small flower!) 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

  

DIAGRAM E  

DIAGRAM F  DIAGRAM G  

 

 

  

DIAGRAM H  

  

   

DIAGRAM I  

DIAGRAM J  
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LARGE 
BLOCK 4 

LARGE         
BLOCK 4 

LARGE         
BLOCK 3 

LARGE 
BLOCK 3  

 

c) LG BLOCK 3 (goes below BLOCK 1, rotated 90° 

 counter-clockwise).  Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 med. pink-3 / mint-26 

           3 turquoise-22 / dk. spr. green-24 
         1 turquoise-22 / med. pink-3 
         1 lt. pink-2 /sage-27 
 

TOP:  pur./lav. sm. flower; RT top med. pink-3/mint-26, 
mulberry-20, med. pink-3/mint-26.   RT bottom  
mulberry-20, med. pink-3, mulberry-20. 

 

  BOTTOM LEFT:  Top turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24,  
     aqua-21, turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24.  Mid aqua-21,  
     turq.-22, aqua-21.  Bottom turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24,  
     aqua-21, turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24. 
    
     BOTTOM RIGHT: Top mulberry-20, med. pink-3/mint-26. 

                  Mid sage-27/lt. pink, hot pink-4.  Bottom hot pink-4, rose with yel.-6.  DIAGRAM K. 
                   

d) LG BLOCK 4 (goes below BLOCK 2, rotated 180° clockwise—upside down.) 

Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 med. blue-14 / sage-27 

           3 pur.-18 / mint-26 
         1 pur.-18 / med. blue-14 
         1 lt. pink-2 /sage-27 

 

     TOP:  mulberry/pink sm. flower; RT top med. blue-14/ 
      sage-27, blue-15, med. blue-14/sage-27. 

RT bottom blue-15, pale blue-13, blue-15. 
 

  BOTTOM LEFT:  Top purple-18/mint-26, lavender-19 
     pur.-18/ med. blue-14. Mid lav.-19, pur.-18, lav.-19. 
     Bottom pur.-18/mint-26, lav.-19, pur.-18/mint-26.   

 

BOTTOM RIGHT:  Top blue-15, med. blue-14/sage-27. Mid sage-27/ 
                  lt. pink, hot pink-4.  Bottom hot pink-4, rose-6.  DIAGRAM L. 
                  

e)  Sew together LG BLOCK 3 and 4, but rotate BLOCK 3 90° counter-clockwise as in DIAGRAM M 
                   —on left—and BLOCK 4 180° clockwise—upside down.  
                 (NOTE:  Follow the small flower as it rotates and the matching of the big pink flower in the center.)   
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
                 Rotate 90°              Rotate 180° clockwise                                                                                                       
           COUNTER-clockwise 
      .                         

 

  

   

DIAGRAM L  

DIAGRAM K  

  

   

  

   

   
  DIAGRAM M 
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LARGE 
BLOCK 6 

LARGE 
BLOCK 5  

 
f)  Sew Block 1 and 2 combination to Block 3 and 4 

                  combination.  DIAGRAM N. 
 
 
                  (NOTE:  This is the center of the upper half of the 
                  quilt, but it would also make a nice 28-30” square 
                  wall hanging at this point!  The bottom center is 
                  the same, with different colors.) 
         
 
 
 

g) LG BLOCK 5 (lower half of the quilt) 

Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 peachy pink-5 / lt. spr. green-23 

           3 red -7 / dk. spr. green -24 
         1 red -7 / peachy pink-5 
         1 lt. pink-2 /sage-27 
  
TOP:  peri/dk peri sm. flower; RT top peachy pink-5/ 
lt. spr. green-23, orange-9, peachy pink-5/lt. spr. green.   
RT bottom orange-9, peachy pink-5, orange-5. 

 

  BOTTOM LEFT:  Top red -7/dk. spr. green-24, coral-8, 
     red-7/peachy pink-5.  Mid coral-8, red-7, coral-8.   
     Bottom red -7/dk. spr. green-24, coral-8, red -7/dk. spr. 
     green-24. 
    

     BOTTOM RIGHT: Top orange-9, peachy pink-5/lt. spr. green-23. 
                  Mid sage-27/lt. pink, rose-6.  Bottom rose-6, hot pink with yel.-4.  DIAGRAM O. 
 

h) LG BLOCK 6 (lower half of the quilt) 

Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 lav.-19 / mint-26 

           3 pale pink-1 / yel-green-25 
         1 pale pink-1/ lav.-19 
         1 lt. pink-2 / sage-27 

 

     TOP:  turq./aqua sm. flower; RT top lav.-19/ mint-26, 
pur.-18, lav.-19/mint-26.  RT bottom pur.-18, lav.-19, pur.-18. 

 

              BOTTOM LEFT:  Top pale pink-1/yel-green-25, yel.-11, 
     pale pink-1/ lav.-19.  Mid dk. yel.-12, lt. yel.-11, dk. yel.-12.   
     Bottom pale pink-1/yel-green-25, dk. yel.-12, 
     pale pink-1/yel-green-25.   

 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Top pur.-18, lav.-19/mint-26.  Mid 
                  sage-27/lt. pink, rose-6.  Bottom rose-6, hot pink with yel-4.  
                  DIAGRAM P. 
 

  

   

   
  

   
  

 

 

  

  

   

DIAGRAM P  

DIAGRAM O  

  

   

DIAGRAM N 
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LARGE         
BLOCKS 5, 6 

LARGE 
BLOCK 8 

LARGE 
BLOCK 7 

LARGE         
BLOCKS 7, 8 

i)  Sew together LG BLOCK 5 and 6, but rotate BLOCK 6  
90° clockwise as in #8e.  DIAGRAM Q. 
 

                    
 
.                                                                            

j) LG BLOCK 7 (lower half of the quilt)  

med. blue-14 med. blue-14 Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 blue-15 / sage-27 

           3 dk. yel.-12 / yel-green-25 
         1 dk. yel.-12 / blue-15 
         1 lt. pink-2 /sage-27 
  
TOP:  red /coral sm. flower; RT top blue-15/sage-27, 
med. blue-14, blue-15/sage-27.  RT bottom med. blue-14, 
pale blue-13, med. blue-14. 

 

  BOTTOM LEFT:  Top dk. yel.-12/yel-green-25, pale pink-1, 
     dk. yel.-12/blue-15.  Mid pale pink-1, lt. yel.-11, pale pink-1.   
     Bottom dk. yel.-12/yel-green-25, pale pink-1, dk. yel.-12/ 
     yel-green-25. 
    

     BOTTOM RIGHT: Top med. blue-14, blue-15/sage-27.   
                  Mid lt. pink /sage-27, rose-6.  Bottom rose-6, hot pink with yel.-4.  DIAGRAM R. 
 

k) LG BLOCK 8(lower half of the quilt) 

Make 8 half-square triangles:  
         3 med. pink-3 / mint-26, 

           3 turquoise-22 / dk. spr. green-24 
            1 turquoise-22 / med. pink-3 

         1 lt. pink-2 /sage-27 
 

     TOP:  blue/med. blue sm. flower; RT top med. pink-3/mint-26, 
mulberry-20, med. pink-3/mint-26.  RT bottom mulberry-20,  
med. pink-3, mulberry-20. 

 

              BOTTOM LEFT:  Top turq.-22/ dk. spr. green-24, aqua-21 
     turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24.  Mid aqua-21, turq.-22, aqua-21. 
     Bottom turq.-22/dk. spr. green-24, aqua-21, turq.-22/dk. 
     spr. green-24.   

 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Top mulberry-20, med. pink-3/mint-26.  Mid sage-27/ 
lt. pink,rose-6.  Bottom rose-6, hot pink with yel-4. DIAGRAM S. 

                   
l)  Sew together LG BLOCK 7 and 8, but rotate BLOCK 7  
90° COUNTER-clockwise and 8 180°clockwise as in #8e.   
DIAGRAM T. 

                    
 

 
 
 

DIAGRAM Q 

  

   

DIAGRAM S  

DIAGRAM R 

  

   

  

   
   

  

DIAGRAM T 
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m) Sew Block 5 and 6 combination to Block 7 and 8 
                  combination.  DIAGRAM U. 
 
                  (NOTE:  This is the center of the lower half of the quilt. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n) Sew together 5-flower strips for each side of the top center and each side of the  

bottom center, following the guide below, DIAGRAM V.  Add each strip as indicated, 

then sew the top and bottom together to finish the quilt top. 

 

 

     blue, med. blue           blue, med. blue 

      

     mulberry/med. pink           peri/dk. peri 

 

     peri./dk. peri.           turq./aqua   

 

     lt. yel./dk. yel.           orange/peachy pink   

 

     red, coral            peri/dk. peri 

 

     turq./aqua              red, coral   

       

     blue, med. blue                      blue, med. blue  
 

 

     mulberry/med. pink           lt. yel./dk. yel.  

               

     peri/dk. peri            pur./lavender 

  

     orange/peachy pink           red, coral 

          

 

 
 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this pattern are accurate.  However, Christensen Creations 
cannot be responsible for printing errors, variations in sewing equipment, or differences in individual workmanship.  This pattern 

is protected by copyright and may not be transferred in any form without the consent of Libby J. Christensen. 

 

DIAGRAM V 

DIAGRAM U  
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D.  QUILTING  

 1.  The backing and batting should be a bit bigger than the quilt top.   
 Stack the backing face down, then the batting, and pieced quilt on  

     top to make the “quilt sandwich.”  Baste the layers together and 
 quilt.   (NOTE: The sample was quilted with pale pink thread in 
 free-motion floral designs with stippling in between.  Be sure to quilt     
AROUND the thick yellow centers.)  See PHOTO 11. 
 

2. Trim the edges to all be even, cutting off excess batting and backing.    
See PHOTO 12.   (NOTE:  Use a rotary cutter and ruler for straight lines.) 

    
Hold the ruler with a couple 

                    fingers OFF the ruler to help 
                        avoid slipping. Trim and 
                        even up the edges. 
                        

E.  BINDING 

      1. To piece a binding, first sew the 28 2½”x 9½” 
       strips together at an angle.  (NOTE:  The diagonal seam          sew and 
        distributes the seam layers, decreasing the thickness.)            trim to ¼” 
        Place one strip perpendicularly to the firs —right side to right                                                 flip up and 

        side for a seam.  With a fabric marker, draw a diagonal line     press 
        across the square area where the two strips overlap.   
        Trim the seam allowance to ¼”.  Press the seam open, 
        then flip the top strip up and press.  DIAGRAM W.       
 

      1a. OPTIONAL—If using another fabric for the binding, just 
      piece the longer strips the same way.                                                                                   
 

2.  Fold the pieced binding in half lengthwise and press, wrong   
sides together.  Line up raw edges of binding along the bottom     Fold over ¼”                    
raw edge, on top of the quilt.  Fold the first ¼” of the binding                                                      Begin sewing. 
over on top of itself to make a finished edge.  Start a ¼" seam                                         
attach the binding.  DIAGRAM X.               raw edges 
   
 

3.  Sew to a point 1/4” before the corner, where the bottom and side seams 

     would meet.  Stop and lower the needle. Pivot and sew diagonally 45º 
        toward the corner.  Stop and cut the thread. DIAGRAM Y.   
   

4.  Using the tiny diagonal seam as a guide, fold the binding diagonally back 
so that the strip is perpendicular with the first binding seam.  DIAGRAM Z.   

 
.   

 
 

 

       
           

 

DIAGRAM W  
 

Pivot.  

 

DIAGRAM Y 

1st fold on diagonal seam. 

 

PHOTO 11 

DIAGRAM X 

PHOTO 12 

DIAGRAM Z 
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5.  Then fold the strip back on itself, this time lining it up parallel with 
the next edge of the quilt. Begin ¼” seam again.  DIAGRAM ZZ,  
 
                   

       
  

    
 

6. Repeat steps #3-#5 at the next three corners.  Sew the binding to the point where it began.   
  Since there is already a FINISHED edge (the ¼” fold-over) at the beginning, the ending edge can be 
  layered over the top and trimmed.   
 

7. Fold the binding over the quilt edges to the back.  Carefully fold in the diagonal "miters" at the back corners 
and pin.  Finish the quilt by hand-whipping the binding in place. 

    

https://sewgocreate.com  

© 2022 by Libby J. Christensen, Christensen Creations, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this pattern are accurate.  However, Christensen Creations 
cannot be responsible for printing errors, variations in sewing equipment, or differences in individual workmanship.  This pattern 

is protected by copyright and may not be transferred in any form without the consent of Libby J. Christensen. 

 
 

If you enjoy making this pattern, you’ll like these other Christensen Creations patterns made with half-square triangles. 

       

     Hydrangea Block              Playing with Marbles            Hearts for the Sweet                    Snow Crystal 

     

     Wedgwood Plates                                               Running to Fall                                      Pocket Lozenge Throw  

 

DIAGRAM ZZ 

2nd fold on 
the edge 

hidden 
diagonal fold 
Begin seam. 

https://sewgocreate.com/
https://sewgocreate.com/
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Offset ¼” 
 
Baste. 

"GLAD to have Scraps” (#CC2002a) 

Fat Fifths Wall Hanging 

 

A.  CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:   
 

1. Reserve two fat fifths for the background (e.g., white) and for the 
 backing (e.g., gray), Iron on fusible fleece  (16”x20” piece) to the 

 back of the background piece.   
   

2. Cut circles for yoyo flowers and buds by placing pattern piece on 
fold to cut a full circle. (Templates on p. 16). (Choose the colors you have 

enough scraps to do. 
.         Purple —2 size B, 1 A, 3 buds 

 Hot pink—1A, 2B, 2C, 3 buds 
  Light pink—3A, 1B, 1C, 3 buds 
 Mulberry—1A, 2B, 1C, 3 buds 
      Dark rose —2A, 3C, 1 bud 
 

  3.  Cut 6 strips for binding (18-19” by 2½”), cut into 10-12  9-9½” strips. 
 

  4.  Cut bud sheaths (#7) on fold:  
  3 sage green, 6 spring green, 4 yellow-green 

Next, cut leaves, stems after FIRST adhering paper-backed fusible web to the backs of the three green 
fabrics.  Leaving the paper on, cut out the pieces: 

    Sage green— one 10” very long leaves (#1),  one 9” long leaf (#2),   
one 6½” medium leaf (#3),  two small stems (#4) 

   Spring green—one 10” (#1),  one 9” (#2),   
        (#4), three large stems (#5),  one short thick leaf (#6)    satin-stitch body 
     Yellow-green—one 10” (#1),  one 6½” (#3) ,  one short thick leaf (#6)  
 

5. Butterfly:  Cut 4 large wings and 4 small wings  of light yellow..  
 
6.  OPTIONAL LOOPS:  Cut 2 strips 1¼” x 5”. 

  

B.  PREPARE BUTTERFLY:  
     1.  Set up sewing machine with SHORT straight stitch.  Place 2 large 
     wings right sides together and sew 1/8” seam around the curve, 
     leaving the straight side open for turning.  Repeat with other large wing 
     and with two small wings.  PHOTO 1.   
 
     2.  Turn right-side out and hand-baste the large wings together 
     with small wings in the corners where they touch.  Do the same 
     with the other pair; then off-set the back set of wings by ¼” 
     and baste the 2 sets together along the bottom where the 
     body will be.  DIAGRAM A.  Set aside.  
 
 
 
 

 

DIAGRAM A  

PHOTO 1  

 

https://sewgocreate.com/
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C.  PREPARE YOYOS:  Press the outer edges of the large circles (A-C) ¼” to 
the back side.  Using a double-threaded needle (pull thread all the way to 
the end and knot), start sewing a running stitch along the fold through both 
layers.  DIAGRAM B.   Every 8-10 stitches, pull thread taut and take a 
stitch back at the beginning stitch.  (The idea Is to close the HOLE of 
the yoyo.)  DIAGRAM C. 
 
  

     normal         puffy yoyo with 
      yoyo           hole sewn up 
             and pearl bead added     

  
   
 

Do not press.  The yoyo will be thick, puffy and probably uneven, resembling flower petals.  Finish by sewing a 4mm 
bead into the center; sew through the bead twice to anchor it; knot off securely in back.  DIAGRAM D. 
 
 

D.  PREPARE BUDS:                                                                                                                                 
1.   FIRST press each small circle (D and E) in half (back-to-back) into a half-circle; leave the edges  
raw.  Sew a running stitch1/8” to ¼” from the edge of the outer curve.  DIAGRAM D.  Pull the thread taut and knot to 
form a bud.  DIAGRAM E. 

 
          Folded edge 
       raw       covers 
      edges      bud edge.     Fold   fold
             to 
             back  
               
 
 

 
2.   To form bud sheaths, first press the bud pieces in half vertically at the fold.   Wrap a sheath 
around each bud, with finished fold at the top front. (NOTE: The “front” can be either side of the bud, whichever 
you like.)  Whip it in place by hand-sewing it on the back.  The bottom raw edges on the bud are OK because 
they’ll be covered.   DIAGRAM F. 
 
 

E.  ARRANGE STEMS and LEAVES:  
Peel off the paper backing on the stems and leaves 
(NOTE:  It helps to “score” it on the back with a pin.)   
Arrange them and fuse them with an iron onto the 
background fabric.  PHOTO 2 and GRID on p.17 
(NOTE:  If desired, stitch around each edge with a satin stitch, 
using machine embroidery thread.) 
               Fuse stems and leaves FIRST!  

DIAGRAM D 

PHOTO 2 

 

 

DIAGRAM B  
C 

DIAGRAM C  DIAGRAM D 
 

DIAGRAM E 

DIAGRAM F 

https://sewgocreate.com/
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F.  ARRANGE YOYOS, BUDS and BUTTERFLY: 
 

Following the gridded diagram on p. 17, line up the yoyos and buds to resemble flowers.  Pin in place and start 
hand-stitching them onto the background (OR use fabric glue), starting with the top (which makes it easier to cover the 
raw edges as you work down the flower) (NOTE: Sew through each bead again all the way to the back of background 
fabric to further secure it.)  Pin or glue on the butterfly and use a black satin-stitch over the basting to form the body.  
Add one or two antennae with straight stitch. 
 

G.  FINISHIING THE QUILT: 
 

1.  Baste on backing fabric and quilt if desired, by machine or hand.  OR You may omit quilting 
since the fleece and pieces are bonded or sewn in place.   

 

2.  Prepare the binding by piecing the strips together perpendicularly on the short ends.  Follow binding 
instructions in pattern “Bundle of Blossoms,” pp. 10-11, #E. 
 

3. OPTIONAL—Add a sleeve or loops for hanging.  To add loops: 
a. Fold a small strip (1¼" x 5") lengthwise, back sides together, and  

press. Press both vertical raw edges toward the inside, fold together again 

like double-folded bias tape and top-stitch. (NOTE:  Alternatively, you can 

make a small tube and press flat, or you can use a piece of bias tape.) 
     

b.  Fold the loop in half so that the ends meet. On the BACK side of the 

wall hanging, at the top corner, position the loop raw ends, pointing 

up.  Sew across the ends, through ALL thicknesses OR hand-whip. 

          DIAGRAM G.  

c. Trim ends neatly and flip the loop up.  Sew again through  

all thicknesses or hand-whip in place (hiding the raw edges). DIAGRAM H. 

                   https://sewgocreate.com  
    

©2018, 2022  by Libby J. Christensen,  Christensen Creations,  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this pattern are accurate.  However, Christensen Creations 

cannot be responsible for printing errors, variations in sewing equipment, or differences in individual workmanship.  This pattern 
is protected by copyright and may not be transferred in any form without the consent of Libby J. Christensen. 

 
If you like making this pattern, you will also like these other Christensen Creations patterns: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Glad (sweatshirt) Jacket                        Happy to Gladiolus Platter Pad                              Risen 

  

DIA GRAM   G 
  

DIAGRAM   H   
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        FOLD 

 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERY LONG 
LEAVES     #1 
 

LONG 
LEAVES 
#2 

 

MEDIUM 
LEAVES #3 
 

SHORT, 
THICK 

LEAVES #6 
  

BUD SHEATHS, 
 Cut on FOLD #7 

    

LARGE 
STEMS #5 

SMALL 
STEMS #4 
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    Cut  4  X 
   large wings  
 
   
 
                                         FOLD 
 
 
           YOYO A 
                Cut circles on fold 
        Cut  4  Y         
                 small wings      
     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                BUD      
           Cut 7    
          circles       
           on fold       
            FOLD                   YOYO B 
                        Cut  circles 
            on fold 
  YOYO  C 
                                                     FOLD 
  on fold                       
  
             FOLD            
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2” grid for aid in placement    https://sewgocreate.com  
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